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Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com>

FHIS-0042885 follow up (per our phone call)
3 messages

Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com> Wed, Apr 28, 2021 at 12:33 PM
To: timothy.r.sisk@faa.gov

Hi Mr Sisk, we spoke on the phone April 21 regarding a message/complaint I filed about aircraft (drone) activity. You
asked me to send original files as attachments. I don't know if META data is important - if so, and/or if you need less
compressed versions of some of the files let me know and I'll go back to my archives.

The drones in question seem to be involved in frequency based (directed energy) attacks that are harming me and
others. There seem to be a lot of people in my community suffering and dying young from aggressive cancers and
sudden heart attacks which I suspect may be linked to this activity, and probably also to weaponized ground antennas.

My suspicion is these drones are linked to police and/or FBI and that the attacks they're doing are financed and
possibly linked to certain private citizens via some type of network. In essence, after years of observation of different
patterns, I believe the police, hospitals, various businesses, certain citizens, and the city and county government are
involved in a murder-for profit scheme, and that it's being used to finance construction of homes, aquisition of goods,
and even public works projects.

I've filed complaints with FBI and Department of Justice, but all my reporting seems to do is put me and my family
members in increasing danger. I'm desperate to have these directed energy attacks to my brain and body stopped.
Torturous attacks are also being directed to my husband who is badly suffering from what I'm certain is radiation-
induced cancer, and I've been given to understand my daughter is also being attacked with an intent to kill. 

No matter how much evidence I can provide, police and FBI steadfastly refuse to make a report of this crime. They,
and doctors working with them, have opted instead to deliberately misdiagnose me with mental illnesses as a means
to smear me and dismiss my complaints without investigation. From my perspective, this behavior is more indication
that the police and FBI are themselves linked to the activities.

To try to get the word out, and to try and get help as quickly as possible, I've been putting together a website
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/ 

Additional videos showing evidence of specific drone activity are here http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/ -
I'm now working on the sections showing evidence of covert medical implants https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
medical/implants/and injuries from frequency based weapons  https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/ (a work
in progress)

With regards to reporting, you can see on this page https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_
videos_2019.html (April 4 entry) how I have, several times, tried to track flights in real time using this radar tracker
https://www.radarbox24.com to find that the flights are not being publicly tracked (seems congruent with the idea they
are drones)

The most recent videos on the list of attached videos were taken right outside the door of my residence at 305 NE
61st Ave, and have a time stamp in the file names. 20210421_192829 is a video taken on April 21, 2021 beginning at
7:28pm. 20210421_193503 begins at 7:35pm. From these videos, hopefully you can also confirm whether these
aircraft are being tracked, recorded, reported. Regardless of whether they're being tracked, they are doing harm.

I hope you are able to help, or to direct me to someone who can help.  Thank you,

Erika Meyer

https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/implants/and
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_videos_2019.html
https://www.radarbox24.com/
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503-660-2179

 20190417_jets_drones.mp4

 20190424_weather_changes_clouds_form.mp4

 20190425_dark_halo_around_sun.mp4

 20190425_dark_substance_behind_drone.mp4
 

 20210421_192829.mp4

 20210421_193503.mp4

Sisk, Timothy R (FAA) <Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov> Tue, May 18, 2021 at 11:03 AM
To: Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com>

 

 

Regards,

 

Tim Sisk

Aviation Safety Inspector

Portland FSDO NM09

O 503-615-3254

C 503-858-5360

 

From: Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 12:34
To: Sisk, Timothy R (FAA) <Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov>
Subject: FHIS-0042885 follow up (per our phone call)

 

Hi Mr Sisk, we spoke on the phone April 21 regarding a message/complaint I filed about aircraft (drone) activity. You
asked me to send original files as attachments. I don't know if META data is important - if so, and/or if you need less
compressed versions of some of the files let me know and I'll go back to my archives.

The drones in question seem to be involved in frequency based (directed energy) attacks that are harming me and
others. There seem to be a lot of people in my community suffering and dying young from aggressive cancers and
sudden heart attacks which I suspect may be linked to this activity, and probably also to weaponized ground antennas.

My suspicion is these drones are linked to police and/or FBI and that the attacks they're doing are financed and

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a_UI0PlPnpoBevX465k4g0vuh7Cfju5D/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PTCxgGB--1Y6gsSaSkMlK_X_cdoSlJZX/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dh8hLB8rdc0UAk3wWvP00NlFdiTz5yDE/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rEDJ58dVcNqL8VgkscJmf8lHPpUSRbwT/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RzB0GnLF1ZGoeo_aFtjiVFLvyh0nN5hX/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N4iB1JneMqiaFs5rg-59xRNZapARI8uW/view?usp=drive_web
mailto:ekm@seastorm.com
mailto:Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov
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possibly linked to certain private citizens via some type of network. In essence, after years of observation of different
patterns, I believe the police, hospitals, various businesses, certain citizens, and the city and county government are
involved in a murder-for profit scheme, and that it's being used to finance construction of homes, aquisition of goods,
and even public works projects.

 

I've filed complaints with FBI and Department of Justice, but all my reporting seems to do is put me and my family
members in increasing danger. I'm desperate to have these directed energy attacks to my brain and body stopped.
Torturous attacks are also being directed to my husband who is badly suffering from what I'm certain is radiation-
induced cancer, and I've been given to understand my daughter is also being attacked with an intent to kill. 

 

No matter how much evidence I can provide, police and FBI steadfastly refuse to make a report of this crime. They,
and doctors working with them, have opted instead to deliberately misdiagnose me with mental illnesses as a means
to smear me and dismiss my complaints without investigation. From my perspective, this behavior is more indication
that the police and FBI are themselves linked to the activities.

 

To try to get the word out, and to try and get help as quickly as possible, I've been putting together a website
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/ 

 

Additional videos showing evidence of specific drone activity are here http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/ -
I'm now working on the sections showing evidence of covert medical implants https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
medical/implants/and injuries from frequency based weapons  https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/ (a work
in progress)

 

With regards to reporting, you can see on this page https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_
videos_2019.html (April 4 entry) how I have, several times, tried to track flights in real time using this radar tracker
https://www.radarbox24.com to find that the flights are not being publicly tracked (seems congruent with the idea they
are drones)

 

The most recent videos on the list of attached videos were taken right outside the door of my residence at 305 NE
61st Ave, and have a time stamp in the file names. 20210421_192829 is a video taken on April 21, 2021 beginning at
7:28pm. 20210421_193503 begins at 7:35pm. From these videos, hopefully you can also confirm whether these
aircraft are being tracked, recorded, reported. Regardless of whether they're being tracked, they are doing harm.

 

I hope you are able to help, or to direct me to someone who can help.  Thank you,

 

Erika Meyer

503-660-2179

https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/implants/and
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_videos_2019.html
https://www.radarbox24.com/
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 20190417_jets_drones.mp4

 20190424_weather_changes_clouds_form.mp4

 20190425_dark_halo_around_sun.mp4

 20190425_dark_substance_behind_drone.mp4

 

 20210421_192829.mp4

 20210421_193503.mp4

Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com> Tue, May 18, 2021 at 11:55 AM
To: "Sisk, Timothy R (FAA)" <Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov>

Thank you

On Tue, May 18, 2021 at 11:03 AM Sisk, Timothy R (FAA) <Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov> wrote:

 

 

Regards,

 

Tim Sisk

Aviation Safety Inspector

Portland FSDO NM09

O 503-615-3254

C 503-858-5360

 

From: Erika Meyer <ekm@seastorm.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 12:34
To: Sisk, Timothy R (FAA) <Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov>
Subject: FHIS-0042885 follow up (per our phone call)

 

Hi Mr Sisk, we spoke on the phone April 21 regarding a message/complaint I filed about aircraft (drone) activity. You
asked me to send original files as attachments. I don't know if META data is important - if so, and/or if you need less
compressed versions of some of the files let me know and I'll go back to my archives.

The drones in question seem to be involved in frequency based (directed energy) attacks that are harming me and

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a_UI0PlPnpoBevX465k4g0vuh7Cfju5D/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PTCxgGB--1Y6gsSaSkMlK_X_cdoSlJZX/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Dh8hLB8rdc0UAk3wWvP00NlFdiTz5yDE/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rEDJ58dVcNqL8VgkscJmf8lHPpUSRbwT/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RzB0GnLF1ZGoeo_aFtjiVFLvyh0nN5hX/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N4iB1JneMqiaFs5rg-59xRNZapARI8uW/view?usp=drive_web
mailto:Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov
mailto:ekm@seastorm.com
mailto:Timothy.R.Sisk@faa.gov
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others. There seem to be a lot of people in my community suffering and dying young from aggressive cancers and
sudden heart attacks which I suspect may be linked to this activity, and probably also to weaponized ground
antennas. 

My suspicion is these drones are linked to police and/or FBI and that the attacks they're doing are financed and
possibly linked to certain private citizens via some type of network. In essence, after years of observation of
different patterns, I believe the police, hospitals, various businesses, certain citizens, and the city and county
government are involved in a murder-for profit scheme, and that it's being used to finance construction of homes,
aquisition of goods, and even public works projects.

 

I've filed complaints with FBI and Department of Justice, but all my reporting seems to do is put me and my family
members in increasing danger. I'm desperate to have these directed energy attacks to my brain and body stopped.
Torturous attacks are also being directed to my husband who is badly suffering from what I'm certain is radiation-
induced cancer, and I've been given to understand my daughter is also being attacked with an intent to kill. 

 

No matter how much evidence I can provide, police and FBI steadfastly refuse to make a report of this crime. They,
and doctors working with them, have opted instead to deliberately misdiagnose me with mental illnesses as a
means to smear me and dismiss my complaints without investigation. From my perspective, this behavior is more
indication that the police and FBI are themselves linked to the activities.

 

To try to get the word out, and to try and get help as quickly as possible, I've been putting together a website
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/ 

 

Additional videos showing evidence of specific drone activity are here http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/
- I'm now working on the sections showing evidence of covert medical implants https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
medical/implants/and injuries from frequency based weapons  https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/ (a
work in progress)

 

With regards to reporting, you can see on this page https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_
videos_2019.html (April 4 entry) how I have, several times, tried to track flights in real time using this radar tracker
https://www.radarbox24.com to find that the flights are not being publicly tracked (seems congruent with the idea
they are drones)

 

The most recent videos on the list of attached videos were taken right outside the door of my residence at 305 NE
61st Ave, and have a time stamp in the file names. 20210421_192829 is a video taken on April 21, 2021 beginning
at 7:28pm. 20210421_193503 begins at 7:35pm. From these videos, hopefully you can also confirm whether these
aircraft are being tracked, recorded, reported. Regardless of whether they're being tracked, they are doing harm.

 

I hope you are able to help, or to direct me to someone who can help.  Thank you,

 

Erika Meyer

503-660-2179

https://seastorm.com/anatomy/
http://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/implants/and
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/medical/injuries/
https://seastorm.com/anatomy/aircraft/drones/drone_videos_2019.html
https://www.radarbox24.com/
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rEDJ58dVcNqL8VgkscJmf8lHPpUSRbwT/view?usp=drive_web
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